
   

 

Unlock the Value of Your Data with 

Urban Engines Intelligence 

 

Urban Engines provides deep insights about your commuters’ experience to inform transportation            

and urban planning decisions, giving you immediate answers that let you optimize operations and              

plan for sustainable growth.  

 

Through our spatial analytics and reporting platform, the latest performance metrics are at your              

fingertips, accessible in seconds without labor-intensive or costly surveys that can quickly become             

outdated. We analyze dozens of signals from commuters and transit systems to render a dynamic               

digital replica of your train system – visualizing every vehicle in the network, capacity and               

occupancy, and the trips on every train car. All this data is captured and available in a robust,                  

flexible reporting function. With this powerful combination of digital replica and analytics, Urban             

Engines gives you unprecedented data about your train system, so you can focus resources on               

delivering cost-effective solutions rather than just identifying problems.  

 

  

Understand the meaning of  
thousands of trips in your system 

See day-by-day system snapshots  
to improve operational capabilities 

 

Key Benefits 

● Improve your commuters’ experience and build solutions based on new visibility into how 

they use your transit system. 

● Save time by automating recurring reports. Get deeper insights from your data for improved 

day-to-day operations and long-term planning. 

● Ensure contractual and regulatory compliance. Monitor your system with automated alerts 

when things aren’t normal, like special events or emergencies. 

● Be up and running in 30 days with no additional hardware or infrastructure investment. 
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Visualize Your Entire Train System with Fleet and Commuter Flows 

Urban Engines builds an interactive visualization of your train system. Our reconstruction algorithms deduce train               

operations from your data inputs (fare card swipe-in, swipe-out, passenger counts, etc.), by treating each user as                 

an anonymous ‘micro-surveyor’ who implicitly gives us a small amount of information about the parts of the                 

network he uses. Combining this data across the user base, augmenting it with what we learn about each user’s                   

typical behavior, and cross referencing data against train timing, we reconstruct fleet and commuter flows,               

showing you every trip in your system.  

Visualization of a Sample Train System 

● System Overview: displays customizable 

system-wide metrics such as total number of 

commuters, commuters who missed multiple 

trains, commuters who had long waiting times, or 

the number of departures at capacity 

 

● Train System Visualization: displays the entire 

network with moving trains, platform queues, 

missed trains, and waiting times 

 

● Station View: displays station-level missed 

trains, waiting times, and platform occupancy 

 

Analyze Your Train Data Quickly and Automate Recurring Reports 

Urban Engines Reports puts the full power of the Urban Engines dataset in your hands. It allows you to ask                    

customized questions like “What is the rush hour occupancy on Line X and how has that changed year over year?                    

Which stations in the city have reached peak capacity? Where are trips to the airport originating from and what are                    

the peak times for these trips?”  

 

Don’t wait days, weeks, or even months – only to discover the data you need isn’t available. Urban Engines lets you                     

run standard reports in seconds such as system and vehicle capacity utilization, link load reporting, unlinked                

passenger trips, vehicle time in operation, passenger distance traveled (by segment), and filter down for in-depth                

analysis. Understand whether issues are one-time or ongoing events. 

 

 Urban Engines Reports 

● Time Filters: specify trip starting time, end time 

 

● Commuter Experience Filters: specify trip 

duration, waiting time, and number of missed 

trains 

 

● Custom Filters: include or correlate custom 

criteria like fare card type, weather, events, etc. 

 

● Export: as spreadsheets for further analysis or 

images to include in reports and presentations 

 

Your data has never looked better. Contact us to learn more. 
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